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Sam is in the market for a new phone. He’s a Sprint guy, so he likes the EVO. 
But he’s also interested in the Droid Charge from Verizon.  



He Googles the latest tech blogs, then checks out phones on Amazon. 



Later that day, Sam is checking out his Fantasy Football stats 
and sees an ad for the Droid Charge.  



He clicks on the ad, browses the site, even compares phones and accessories. 
But ultimately he abandons his shopping cart. 



The next day Sam is planning a date night with his girlfriend.  
He goes to OpenTable to make a reservation and sees another ad 

for the Droid Charge - this time highlighting NFL Mobile.  
 



That Saturday, he goes to VZW.com to make his decision. 
He sees that same great offer for the Droid Charge on the homepage 

and makes his choice. Sam buys the Droid Charge.  



THIS IS THE DMP AT WORK: 
A seamless experience for Sam. And a valuable 

new customer acquisition for Verizon.  

 



SO WHAT WAS HAPPENING 
IN THE BACKGROUND? 

Let’s take another look. 



Sam’s research behavior identifies him as being in the market for a new phone. 
So he is placed in our “in-market” audience data.  



The DMP places advertising relevant to consumers across all types of content - not just phone or shopping sites.  
Buying the audience, not the content, helps Verizon reach valuable prospects across multiple touch points.  

So we can reach the right audience efficiently, always with a message that interests them. 



By coming to the VZW.com website, Sam has raised his hand as an engaged prospect.  
So he’s placed into a 1st party audience segment, which is classified based on his browsing actions. 

 
We are not targeting specific people, rather groups of people that fit that interest or segment defined 



Based on his previous website visit, Sam’s computer is recognized and 
he is shown an appropriate ad based on the pages he looked at earlier.  



When Sam visits VZW.com again, the website will be able to dynamically 
change its marquee creative based on what’s most relevant to him. 



After Sam becomes a customer, his data becomes part of the CRM system. This is also 
leveraged by the DMP for future up-sell opportunities and retention activities. This reduces 

waste and improves efficiency, resulting in two very important things:  
 

Happy customer, seamless transaction. 

 

THAT’S THE VALUE OF THE DMP. 


